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ITALIANA FERRAMENTA is specialized in the production of high quality accessories and ironmongery for the furniture 

industry. Thanks to its flexible and dynamic structure, ITALIANA FERRAMENTA can be considered by its customers as a 

qualified partner able to suggest valid solutions to the problems of furniture assembly. Moreover ITALIANA FERRAMENTA can 

guarantee to its customers the possibility of using products that have an important characteristic: diversity.

Research And Development
We take pride 
in checking 
every small 
detail.
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A new dimension of elegance.

Thanks to the reduced size and 

minimal design, the new K12 SYSTEM 

ADJ provides a new concept of 

elegance in all details. Wide range of 

N strengths, to suit any door 

dimension and weight. 

K12 SYSTEM ADJ provides also an 

integrated machanism for the 

adjustment of the opening angle, in 

order to align nearby doors. 

K12 SYSTEM ADJ, an easy-to-install 

solution that makes additional screws 

unnecessary, improving the aesthetic 

and reducing assembling time.

K12 SYSTEM ADJ operates through 

click-in door and side supports, 

sensibly reducing the risk of unsafe or 

improper installation. 

K12 SYSTEM ADJ ensures a smooth 

and continuous movement of the 

door up to its maximum opening. 

K12 System ADJ

OPENING SYSTEMS



K PUSH TECH is the fully renewed and 
extended program of automatic 
opening systems for doors without 
handles or knobs. It comes with a fresh 
new and even more captivating design, 
together with a wider range of colours 
and new high performing materials, so 
that the system combines harmoniously 
with a large variety of furniture finishes. 
Besides the aesthetical improvements K 
PUSH TECH features several technical 
enhancements, such as an increased 
adjustment (up to 6 mm) and a locking 
wich prevents the ejection of the tip. 

K Push Tech

Kimana

A touch of style.

KIMANA is the new hinge conceived to 

open and close lift up and drop down 

doors. Provided with a unique and 

exclusive movement, it allows to open 

cabinet doors in column, even when 

the cabinet bottom lies upon another 

panel or the cabinet top is surmounted 

by a decorative/lighting panel.

OPENING SYSTEMS



Link your expectations
to the finest.

Link
LINK is the freshly-designed drop 

down opening system.

LINK is an unhanded mechanism for 

cabinet sides, the only one on the 

market that guarantees both a 

smooth opening and a soft closing 

movement of the door.

Installation is carried out through 

very simple drilling operations that 

don’t require neither mills nor 

grooves. A complete range suits all 

the doors weights and dimensions. 

LINK is suitable for very shallow 

cabinets with a minimum depth of 

200 mm.

LINK provides a very simple installa-

tion and an opening angle adjust-

ment for nearby doors alignment. 

OPENING SYSTEMS



LIBRA H7, the latest development in 

suspended bases hangers program, 

is available in two main versions: 

screw fixing and dowel fixing, both 

with optional aluminium bars. 

LIBRA H7 hanging system provides 

vertical and in-depth adjustments, 

with integrated locking of the 

cabinet, that can be easily and 

smoothly carried out from the inside. 

LIBRA H7 hanging system is never 

interfering with the slides for drawers 

thanks to the slim side bracket wings.

Absolutely no mills, nor grooves 

required on the side panels.

Libra H7

A choice that strongly
supports your ideas.

HANGERS



LIBRA H6 is the left/right cabinet 

hanger with 2 semi-circular pins Ø 

15 mm + pre-inserted screw for the 

top (if required).

It features an innovative locking 

device to the side panel conceived to 

sensibly increase the capacity 

loading of the cabinet. 

Libra H6

Liku

Libra H4
LIBRA H4 is the cabinet 

hanger with 3 pins + 

hole for fixing to the 

cabinet top, available 

in right-handed and 

left-handed version.

LIBRA H4 is to be used 

only on those cabinets 

where the top panel is 

flushing with the back 

panel.

LIKU is the innovative concealed 

hanger designed to fix suspended 

libraries and cabinets to the wall 

even when their structure is 

conceived without the back panel.

LIKU is created to sustain very heavy 

pieces of furniture with very heavy 

loads.

No limits in safety.

HANGERS



ATACAMA J is the new leveller to 

align heavy duty wardrobes, 

bookcases and modular furniture 

with a connecting system built into. 

Suitable for 60 mm plinths. It is fixed 

on the furniture bottom through two 

housings, in order to provide an 

easier and more stable installation. 

Atacama J

REKORD 12 is the concealed leveller 

for sides 18 mm thick (minimum) 

suitable to align heavy duty 

wardrobes, bookcases and modular 

furniture, especially conceived for 

flat pack furniture. 

Rekord 12

INTEGRATO is the adjustor leveller 

used for the furniture height adjust-

ment from the floor. This is innova-

tive because it allows to adjust the 

wardrobe height even if it has 

already been filled.

This is due to an independent plastic 

support glide.

Integrato

INTEGRATO Z is the leveller particu-

larly suitable for wall units with 

weight-bearing bottoms.

A Ø 8 mm through hole in the 

furniture bottom allows the adjust-

ment of the independent glide by 

using a S6 mm allen wrench or both 

cross and blade screwdriver. 

Integrato Z

LEVELLERS



TRIADE is the concealed mounting 

bracket for shelves. It has been 

conceived to simplify the shelf 

installation. It is provided with three 

indipendent adjustments: vertical, 

horizontal and inclination adjust-

ment.

Triade System

Invisible strength.

SHELVING SYSTEMS



MAORI is the new concept in wood 

shelf supports, to be slotted into the 

panel by making face borings.

It is ideal for modular cabinets and 

modular furniture sporting a wide 

range of thicknesses. In fact MAORI 

can be used for the shelves 

minimum 12mm thick.

The small side bracket round ledge 

flushes with the lower side of the 

shelf making it aesthetically very 

elegant. 

Maori

UNICO is a shelf support made of 

one single piece and its insertion, 

either manually or through automat-

ic machines, is extremely fast and 

easy. The support is inserted by 

making pressure and its blocking and 

unblocking can be made with a 

finger.

Unico

KUBIC is the new locking glass shelf support, freshly 

designed to match the contemporary aesthetic 

trends of the market. Conceived to guarantee 

furniture transportation with glass shelves already 

assembled. locking and unlocking of the glass shelf 

can be carried out manually without any tool.

Kubic

The power of beauty.

SHELF SUPPORTS



Structural connecting fitting with 

high fastening capacity, suitable for 

mounting with wood dowels.

Ideal solution for the installation of 

cabinets in tight spaces. 

Possibility of pre-assembling into the 

panels without obstructing the 

packaging. 

Target

Strong, fast and easy, right on Target!

CONNECTINGS

Leveller for cabinets with ground base.

Easy adjustment with a S4 allen wrench.

The engineering plastic glide prevent the scratching 

of the floor. Conceived to be used with TARGET 

connecting fitting.

Mechanical end stop.

5 mm adjustment. 

LH7.28 leveller
LH7.20 leveller
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